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Critical parameters of the restricted primitive model
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The critical parameters for the restricted primitive model of electrolyte solutions were determined
from extensive grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations combined with mixed-field finite-size
scaling. The fine-lattice discretization method was used for the calculations, with Ewald summation
of the long-range coulombic forces. Ising criticality and no pressure mixing were assumed in the
finite-size scaling analysis. The critical parameters were obtained as a function of boundary
conditions at infinite distance (e`), system sizeL, and lattice discretization parameterz. They were
found to be sensitive toL for vacuum boundary conditions (e`51), but much less so for ‘‘tin-foil’’
boundary conditions (e`5`). The critical temperature and density decrease with increasingz.
These calculations are compared to previous estimates of the critical parameters for this model.
Extrapolation of our results to the thermodynamic limit in continuous space~L→` and z→`!
yields Tc* 50.048960.0003,rc* 50.07660.003. © 2002 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The simplest possible model for electrolyte solutions
the restricted primitive model~RPM! consisting of charged
hard spheres of equal diameter in a dielectric continuu
Early studies of Stell and co-workers1 established that the
model has a vapor–liquid phase transition. Three rec
simulation studies by different groups2–4 ~referenced from
this point on as CLW, YdP, and OP, respectively! are in rea-
sonable agreement with each other with respect to the
mated critical temperature for this transition. However, d
ferences outside of simulation uncertainties remain for
critical density. These studies have also reported a diffe
dependence of the critical parameters on system size, ma
extrapolation to the thermodynamic limit uncertain. All thr
groups used variations of the grand canonical Monte C
method and have assumed Ising criticality. However, diff
ent boundary conditions were utilized in these studies.

The fine-lattice discretization method was introduced
Ref. 5 for ionic and in Ref. 6 for nonionic systems. Th
essence of the method is to perform calculations on a sim
cubic lattice of spacingl less than the particle diameters,
with pre-computed interactions between all lattice sites
computational efficiency. In Ref. 5 ionic models withz
5s/ l 5 1 or 2 were found to have phase behavior qual
tively different from the continuum model. However, fo
z>3 the phase behavior was found to be qualitatively id
tical; the critical point and coexistence curves matched c
tinuum data within a few percent. Rapid convergence of th
modynamic and structural properties to the continuum li
was also observed for simple nonionic fluids in Ref. 6
which z510 was found to be indistinguishable from the co
tinuum within statistical uncertainties. However, for ion
fluids, there is presently no systematic study of the effec

a!Electronic mail: azp@princeton.edu
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the lattice discretization parameterz on the critical param-
eters and the finite-size scaling behavior.

The character of criticality in ionic and long-range sy
tems remains a topic of active research.7–10 Valleau and
Torrie7 studied the heat capacity of the RPM near critical
using thermodynamic-scaling methods and report no ind
tion of an Ising-type divergence of the heat capacity. Luijt
et al.,9 argue that the observations of Ref. 7 are likely caus
by finite-size effects in a system with low critical density
a way that is consistent with Ising criticality. Camp an
Patey8 analyzed the behavior of systems with long-range
teractions by mixed-field finite scaling analysis. They co
ment that for systems for which non-Ising behavior is s
pected, inconsistencies are expected to appear in an ana
which uses the Ising limiting distribution. To complica
things even more, Fisher and Orkoulas11,12suggested that the
‘‘standard’’ mixed field finite-size scaling analysis of Wildin
and Bruce13,14 may be incomplete, with an additional pre
sure term required in the definition of the order parame
operator. This effect, however, seems to be quite small.

In the present study, we address an outstanding issu
criticality in the RPM concerning the effect of the lattic
discretization parameter,z, on the critical parameters. Larg
system sizes, up to reduced lengths ofL* 522 and fine lat-
tices ofz514 are included in the analysis and facilitate e
trapolation to the thermodynamic limit in the continuum,L
→` and z→`. The mixed-field finite scaling ansatz13,14 is
utilized, with the expectation that any internal discrepanc
in the analysis may point to non-Ising criticality.

II. MODEL AND METHODS

We consider a system of 2N hard spheres, half of which
carry charge2q, and half charge1q. The diameter of all
ions is s. The interaction energy between two nonoverla
ping ions,i and j , of chargesqi andqj separated by distanc
7 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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r i j is Ui j 5qiqj /Dr i j , whereD represents the dielectric con
stant of the solvent. Reduced temperature, energy and
sity are defined via

T* 5
kBTDs

q2 , U* 5
kBDs

q2 , and r* 5
2Ns3

V
, ~1!

whereV is the system volume. The reduced chemical pot
tial, m* , is defined so that at the limit of high temperatur
and low densities,

m* →2T* ln
Ns3

V
for T* →` and r* →0. ~2!

The multiplicative factor of 2 appears because there are
kinetically independent ions per neutral ‘‘molecule.’’

We used grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations w
multihistogram reweighting,15 following Ref. 16. Insertions
and removals were attempted for neutral pairs consisting
positive and a negative ion. To enhance efficiency, we us
distance-biasing algorithm17 entailing the Boltzmann facto
of the interaction energy of the cluster. The distance-bia
simulations were validated against unbiased calculation
high temperatures for which ion association is weaker. T
acceptance ratio of the distance-biased insertion–rem
steps was;8% at the critical temperature and density.

Our simulations were performed using the fin
discretization methodology.5,6 The main advantage of thi
approach for systems with Coulombic interactions is that
interactions can be calculatedonceat the beginning of the
simulation. The speedup relative to the continuum calcu
tions is by a factor of up to 100, depending on number
particles.5 In the present study, the initial Ewald sum w
performed withkmax5518 Fourier-space wave vectors a
real-space damping parameterk55. To validate this choice
of kmax, we performed additional calculations of the ener
of typical configurations in small (L* 512) and large (L*
522) systems at both low and high densities. We found t
the maximum difference between systems withkmax52242
andkmax5518 was 431028 in the relative energy, so we fe
justified in using the lower number forkmax in the rest of the
calculations. The real-space summation was computed
for minimum-image neighbors.

The Ewald summation algorithm requires that the m
dium externally surrounding the system be specified. T
common choices are conductive (e`5`) and vacuum (e`

51) boundary conditions at infinite distance. We have u
both choices in the present study, as one of our aims i
clarify the effect of boundary conditions on the critical p
rameters.

Critical points were estimated using mixed-field finit
size scaling analysis,13 under the assumption of Ising-typ
criticality. An ~unnormalized! order parameter was first con
structed from the number of particles and energy,x5(N
2sU* ), wheres is the field mixing parameter. The probab
ity distribution of this operator,̀ (x), was obtained by mul-
tihistogram reweighting15 of the raw simulation results. Th
ordering parameter was then normalized to zero mean
unit variance. The resulting distributions were compared
the Ising-class limiting distribution. A downhill simplex op
timization method was used to obtainTc* , mc* ands so as to
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minimize the sum of the absolute deviations between
served and Ising-class limiting distribution. Typical results
this procedure are shown in Fig. 1, discussed in the follo
ing section.

In order to obtain good statistics, multiple simulatio
were performed in parallel on a cluster of workstations, us
independent initial configurations and random number
quences. A long-period random number generator was u
~algorithm ran2 in Ref. 18 with a period of 2.331018!. Short
initial runs were used to estimate the location of the criti
point, followed by longer runs at the estimated critical te
perature and chemical potential. A total of 331010 Monte
Carlo steps were performed for the largest systems (L*
522), with proportionally fewer steps for smaller system
The total computing time required for this study was;3
CPU years on 1 GHz Pentium III processors. Maximu
memory requirements forL* 522 andz514 were;250 Mb
using 8-byte real numbers~double precision!.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table I summarizes our results for the effective critic
parameters of the systems studied. Statistical uncertain
were estimated from 7 to 25 independent runs, depending

FIG. 1. Ordering operator distribution,̀(x) for systems withz510 and
e`5`. Points from top to bottom are forL* 522, 18, 15, and 12, respec
tively. The top three data sets have been displaced vertically for vi
clarity. Lines are for the three-dimensional Ising universality class~data
courtesy of N. B. Wilding!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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linear system size and are reported in parentheses in un
the last decimal point shown. The reported statistical un
tainties represent the expected deviation of the sample a
age from the ‘‘true’’ mean, assuming that there are no s
tematic errors. A first sign of the high degree of intern
consistency of the results and analysis method is the ne
constant calculated values of the field mixing parametes
.0.74.

Figure 1 illustrates our results for the critical orderin
operator distribution at the estimated critical points
z510, e`5` and a range of linear system sizes. Simi
results were obtained for the other cases studied. The cu
for larger system sizes have been vertically displaced
visual clarity. As seen previously,2–3 there are systematic de
viations from the universal Ising-class limiting distributio
for small system sizes, esp. forL* 512 and 15, but even fo
L* 518, at values of the ordering operatorx<21. The
slightly better matching of the data forL* 518 to the Ising
distribution in the rangex>21 relative to the data forL*
522 is a reflection of better statistical sampling for smal
systems. However, it should be pointed out that the syst
atic deviations from the Ising distribution of theL* <18 data
for x<21 are not a consequence of inadequate sampl
but a finite-size effect. The low critical density for the RP
results in an insufficient number of particles at low densit
for smaller system sizes. The quality of the fit for the larg
system sizes in the present study is significantly better t
in previous studies~Fig. 3 in CLW,2 Fig. 5 in YdP,3 and Fig.
7 in OP4!. This is a consequence of the much longer sim
lation runs in the present work.

While not conclusive, the good matching of our data
the limiting Ising-class distribution is consistent with Isin
type criticality for this model. Since no pressure mixin
contributions were included in the analysis, any such con
butions are likely to be small. These observations are part
larly encouraging in light of the recent results of Ref. 8 th
found that for a model with long-range interactions, it b
came increasingly difficult to match the ordering parame
distributions to the Ising-class distributions for larger syst
sizes.

Figure 2 shows the dependence of the effective redu
critical temperature,Tc* , and density,rc* , on the inverse
lattice discretization parameter squared, 1/z2, for e`5` and
a fixed linear system size,L* 518. Both critical temperature

TABLE I. Critical parameters for the RPM. Statistical uncertainties in p
rentheses refer to the last decimal place shown.

e` z L* 2mc* 2s 100Tc* 100rc*

1 10 12 1.3440~1! 0.75~1! 5.103~9! 7.1~2!
10 15 1.3430~1! 0.75~1! 5.022~5! 7.1~1!
10 18 1.3426~1! 0.74~1! 4.988~2! 7.4~1!
10 22 1.3424~1! 0.74~1! 4.967~3! 7.6~1!

` 10 12 1.3425~2! 0.74~1! 4.963~5! 7.9~2!
10 15 1.3424~1! 0.73~1! 4.958~3! 8.0~1!
5 18 1.3621~1! 0.72~1! 5.065~2! 8.4~1!
7 18 1.3541~1! 0.72~1! 5.016~2! 8.3~1!

10 18 1.3423~1! 0.73~1! 4.955~3! 8.0~1!
14 18 1.3390~1! 0.74~1! 4.932~3! 7.9~1!
10 22 1.3422~1! 0.73~1! 4.945~2! 8.0~1!
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and critical density decrease with increasingz, but it is not
clear a priori what the appropriate scaling exponent shou
be. The points forz55 do not follow the trend of higherz
and were excluded from the extrapolation. The best linea
for the three largestz values was obtained with 1/z2. At
this point, there is no theoretical justification for this choi
of scaling exponent. By extrapolating toz→` we obtain
that for this particular system size and boundary conditi
the magnitude of the finite-z lattice discretization effect
is dTc* (z,L* )5Tc* (`,18)2Tc* (10,18)520.0005(1) and
drc* (z,L* )5rc* (`,18)2rc* (10,18)520.003(1). Statisti-
cal uncertainty estimates do not include the uncertainty in

FIG. 3. Reduced critical temperature,Tc* , as a function of (L* )2(u11)/n.
Filled triangles: this work,e`51, z510; filled circles: This work,e`5`,
z510; dashed lines are drawn through our results as an aid to extrapola
open triangles: OP4, e`51; open circles: YdP3, e`5`; open squares:
CLW2, hyperspherical boundary conditions. The arrow indicates the
trapolated value ofTc* for z→`, estimated as explained in the text. Erro
bars are shown if available in the original reference.

-

FIG. 2. Reduced critical temperature,Tc* ~filled circles, left axis!, and re-
duced critical density,rc* ~filled squares, right axis!, as a function of 1/z2 for
L* 518, e`5`. Dashed lines are drawn through the points as an aid
extrapolation.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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z scaling exponent. The critical parameter extrapolation
sensitive to the value of this scaling exponent.

Figure 3 illustrates the dependence of the effective
duced critical temperature,Tc* , on the scaling variable
(L* )2(u11)/n for the systems withz510 ~filled points!,
along with previously reported results in the continuu
~open points,2–4!. We used values appropriate for the Isin
universality class for the correction-to-scaling expone
u50.52, and for the correlation length exponent,n50.630,
both from Ref. 19. The points for the largest three syst
sizes fall on approximately straight lines, but the depende
of the effective critical temperature on system size is qu
different for e`5` ~filled circles! and e`51 ~filled tri-
angles!. The dashed lines through our points are drawn w
a common intercept to facilitate extrapolations toL* →`.
The common intercept is estimated asTc* (z510;L→`)
50.0494(2). This uncertainty estimate does not include co
tributions from uncertainties in the critical exponents. B
subtracting the finite-z lattice discretization effect discusse
in the previous paragraph~assuming that the effect is inde
pendent ofL* ! we arrive at an estimate ofTc* (z→`,L
→`)50.0489(3). This estimate is indicated by the arrow
Fig. 3 and is in good agreement with the results of YdP a
CLW.

The previous simulation study from our group~OP; open
triangles! was performed withe`51 and explored relatively
small systems. The points from OP are parallel, but bel
results fore`51 in the present study. The difference b
tween the present study and OP is somewhat less than w
be expected on the basis of finite-z effect illustrated in Fig. 2.
Results from CLW~open squares! also follow a line parallel
to the results fore`51 of the present study. The results a
displaced from our present results by amounts matching
finite-z lattice discretization effect illustrated in Fig. 2. R
sults from YdP~open circles! are also parallel and below th
results for e`5` of the present study, displaced by a
amount roughly equal to the finite-z lattice discretization ef-
fect. From the good agreement of our present results
rected for finite-z effects with the calculations of CLW an
YdP we conclude that the critical temperature of t
continuum-space RPM in the thermodynamic limit is no
established quite accurately.

The effective reduced critical density,rc* , is plotted as a
function of the scaling variable (L* )2(12a)/n ~with
a50.10919! in Fig. 4. Statistical uncertainties are noticeab
greater for the critical density than for the critical tempe
ture. Drawing straight lines with a common intercept throu
our results fore`5` ande`51 is a bit more problematic
Extrapolation was done jointly for six data points corr
sponding to the larger system sizes for the two bound
conditions. It should be noted here that the error bars of
points fore`5` ~circles! ande`51 ~triangles! were calcu-
lated from an identical number of runs of the same leng
The greater uncertainties for vacuum boundary conditi
must, therefore, be a reflection of inherently greater den
fluctuations. The common extrapolation of the data in Fig
results in the estimaterc* (z510,L→`)50.079(2). By as-
suming once more that the finite-z lattice discretization effec
is independent ofL* , we obtain an estimate ofrc* (z→`,L
Downloaded 05 Feb 2002 to 128.112.34.251. Redistribution subject to A
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→`)50.076(3), indicated by the arrow in Fig. 4.
Comparison of the critical density with previous studi

is complicated by the large statistical uncertainties and s
ter in the data. Comparison of statistical uncertainties acr
different studies should be performed with caution, as it
not clear that they have been computed in the same fash
In particular, YdP report larger uncertainties than other st
ies, even though the internal scatter of their data is much
than would be expected based on these uncertainties. OP
CLW do not report estimates for the statistical uncertaint
of the critical densities. The results of OP are over a limit
range ofL* and cannot be reliably extrapolated toL* →`.
The results of YdP have a much stronger dependence onL*
than either our present study or CLW. At this point, the
does not seem to be a convincing explanation for these
parent discrepancies. Determination of the critical dens
from finite-size scaling is quite sensitive to the quality of t
underlying histogram data. Given the quality of the fits o
served for higherL* in Fig. 1, we are inclined to recommen
the values resulting from the common extrapolation of o
data, corrected for lattice discretization effects.

IV. CONLUSIONS

In summary, we have demonstrated that excellent ag
ment is obtained between the Ising-class universal limit
distribution of the ordering operator in the RPM for suf
ciently large systems. No pressure mixing is necessary in
finite-size scaling analysis. The effective critical temperat
and density depend weakly on system size fore`5`, but
much more strongly fore`51. There have been suggestio
in the literature that the ‘‘correct’’ boundary condition fo
Ewald summation at infinite distance in ionic systems ise`

5`.20 On one hand, it is shown in the present study that
use of e`51 does not lead to ‘‘incorrect’’ results, in th
sense that the extrapolated values asL→` match those of
e`5`. On the other hand, it is definitely desirable to redu

FIG. 4. Reduced critical density,rc* , as a function of (L* )2(12a)/n. Sym-
bols, lines, and arrow are as in Fig. 3. Error bars are shown if availabl
the original reference.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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system size dependence of calculated properties in ionic
polar systems. Therefore, the use of ‘‘tin-foil’’ (e`5`)
boundary conditions is recommended for future studies.

Both critical temperature and critical density decrease
increasing the lattice discretization parameterz. Data from
the present study suggest that the deviations of the cri
parameters scale as 1/z2, but there is at present no theoretic
justification for this relationship. The extrapolated propert
for the continuum limit,z→` are sensitive to the choice o
scaling exponent. The difference between critical parame
for z510 andz→` was found to be.1% for the tempera-
ture and.4% for the density.

A recently developed methodology21 allows for unam-
biguous determination of the universality class in asymm
ric fluids but requires significantly greater computational
fort than the Wilding and Bruce finite-size scaling analy
we used here. In an independent study,10 the methods of Ref.
21 have been extended to study the universality class of
finely discretized RPM model withz55. The work of Ref.
10 finds strong evidence for Ising universality class. Agr
ment between the present results and those of Ref. 10 is q
satisfactory with respect to the critical temperature, but l
so for the critical density. From Ref. 21, it is established t
our present analysis method is likely to slightly overestim
the true critical density for asymmetric systems. Howev
the computational cost of Ref. 10 is significantly higher th
that of the present study and as a consequence, that s
was restricted to a single, relatively low, value ofz.
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